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In pharmaceutical, medical device, and other “mass tort” litigation, plaintiffs’ counsel frequently collect cases to file in certain preferred “magnet” jurisdictions without regard to where the particular plaintiffs’ claims arise. Asbestos litigation is a case in point. In certain jurisdictions, most asbestos lawsuits are ones in which the plaintiffs (or their decedents) allegedly lived and were exposed to asbestos elsewhere and have no meaningful connection to the forum. Perhaps the most notorious of these “magnet” jurisdictions is Madison County, Illinois where, if anything, forum shopping — particularly in asbestos cases — has only gotten worse in recent years.

Although last year saw a dip from the record 1678 asbestos filings in Madison County in 2013, the number of new asbestos filings in Madison County quadrupled between 2006 and 2014, when 1300 new cases were filed.¹ Moreover, in 2014, only 109 of the 1300 new plaintiffs — or less than 9 percent — were residents of Illinois, and less than 2 percent were residents of Madison County.² There is no real dispute that the overwhelming majority of the asbestos cases filed in Madison County have no connection to Illinois, let alone to Madison County.³

Defendants have traditionally challenged plaintiffs’ choice of forum in such cases by invoking the doctrine of *forum non conveniens*. But the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision last year in *Daimler AG v. Bauman*, 134 S. Ct. 746 (2014) (“*Daimler*”) has given many defendants dragged into court in Madison County a powerful new argument — that such cases should be dismissed for lack of personal jurisdiction.

It is black-letter law that the party seeking to assert personal jurisdiction, i.e., the plaintiff, bears the burden of demonstrating that the court may exercise personal jurisdiction over the defendant. Moreover, the plaintiff must establish that the “requirements of *International Shoe*” — that the assertion of personal jurisdiction would comport with due process — are “met as to each defendant.”⁴ This requirement is particularly significant in asbestos litigation, where plaintiffs often name dozens of defendants — virtually anyone that conceivably might have had any connection to the plaintiff’s alleged exposure.

But before *Daimler*, personal jurisdiction was largely a non-issue in asbestos litigation because corporations were subject to general jurisdiction — permitting the defendant to be sued for any claim, even if the conduct giving rise to the claim had nothing to do with the forum — in any state in which they were “doing business.” As a result, companies with business nationwide were effectively subject to general jurisdiction in virtually every case no matter where it was brought. *Daimler* changed that.

The *Daimler* decision represents a sea change in U.S. law with respect to general jurisdiction, effectively eliminating “doing business” jurisdiction for out-of-state corporations and expressly rejecting the proposition that general jurisdiction is permitted “in every State in which a corporation ‘engages in a substantial, continuous, and systematic course of business.’”⁵
Under Daimler, “general jurisdiction requires affiliations so continuous and systematic as to render [the foreign corporation] essentially at home in the forum state, i.e., comparable to a domestic enterprise in that State.” And “only a limited set of affiliations with a forum will render a defendant amenable to all-purpose [general] jurisdiction there.” With respect to a corporation, the “paradigm ... bases for general jurisdiction” are its “place of incorporation and principal place of business.”

Although the Court in Daimler left open the theoretical “possibility” that “a corporation’s operations in a forum other than its formal place of incorporation or principal place of business” could “be so substantial and of such a nature as to render the corporation at home [and subject to general jurisdiction] in that State,” it emphasized that this possibility was reserved for the “exceptional case.” And as the Court explained, the inquiry into whether circumstances present such an “exceptional case” does not “focus solely on the magnitude of the defendant’s in-state contacts,” but “instead calls for an appraisal of a corporation’s activities in their entirety, nationwide and worldwide.” That is, to determine whether a corporation is “at home” in a forum state, courts must compare the corporation’s connections with the forum state to its connections elsewhere, for “[a] corporation that operates in many places can scarcely be deemed at home in all of them.” Thus, as the Fifth Circuit recently observed, as a practical matter, post-Daimler, “[i]t is ... incredibly difficult to establish general jurisdiction in a forum other than the place of incorporation or principal place of business.”

Indeed, in Daimler itself, the Court held that even though Daimler’s putative agent, MBUSA, was the “largest supplier of luxury vehicles to the California market” and MBUSA’s California sales “accounted for 2.4% of Daimler’s worldwide sales,” it was “error for the Ninth Circuit to conclude that Daimler, even with MBUSA’s contacts attributed to it, was at home in California, and hence subject to suit there on claims by foreign plaintiffs having nothing to do with anything that occurred or had its principal impact in California.”

Since Daimler was decided last year, numerous lower courts have recognized that it “make[s] clear that even a company’s ‘engage[ment] in a substantial, continuous, and systematic course of business’ is alone insufficient to render it at home in a forum.” Moreover, in a number of cases, courts — including the Circuit Court in Madison County — have applied Daimler in asbestos litigation and other “mass tort” cases in dismissing claims for lack of personal jurisdiction.

For example, in BNSF Ry. Co. v. Superior Court, 2015 WL 1404544, at * 6 (Cal. Ct. App. Mar. 27, 2015) — in which the plaintiff alleged exposure to asbestos at premises in Kansas — the California Court of Appeal held that the trial court had erred in finding general jurisdiction based on BNSF’s “conduct[ing] continuous and systematic business in California’ by owning 1,149 miles of track, employing 3,520 people, and generating 6 percent of its overall revenue here.” The court specifically rejected the plaintiffs’ policy argument that BNSF “should be amenable to suit in California despite having its principal place of business and place of incorporation elsewhere” because “asbestos disease is an indivisible injury, and requiring plaintiffs affected by it to ‘sue individual defendants, each in its own state of incorporation or in its principal place of business, in multiple places throughout the country,’ would ‘present a horrific burden to all the courts;’ work a grave injustice to injured plaintiffs, and ‘unjustifiably assist defendants in avoiding responsibility for their conduct.”’ The court explained that while it was “not unsympathetic to” plaintiffs’ “concerns,” “the due process rights of defendants cannot vary with the types of injury alleged by plaintiffs,” and that plaintiffs could sue BNSF in either of the “two paradigmatic fora in which a corporation is subject to general jurisdiction, its place of incorporation and its principal place of business.”

In short, defendants in asbestos and other mass tort litigation should use Daimler to challenge blatant forum shopping by plaintiffs’ counsel in “magnet” jurisdictions such as Madison County. Unless the defendant is incorporated or has its principal place of business in the forum state, it will have a very strong argument that Daimler forecloses the exercise of general personal jurisdiction and that the case must be dismissed unless the plaintiff can establish specific personal jurisdiction.

There is no real dispute that the overwhelming majority of the asbestos cases filed in Madison County have no connection to Illinois, let alone to Madison County.
Although a discussion of specific jurisdiction is beyond the scope of this article, where the claim arises outside of the forum state, the exercise of specific jurisdiction may be precluded by the Supreme Court’s decision last year in *Walden*, which made clear that “[f]or a State to exercise [specific] jurisdiction consistent with due process, the defendant’s suit-related conduct must create a substantial connection with the forum State.”
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